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Kids In A Box: Homeless awareness at Pacific

Photograph by Dan Cammarano

(Above) Kappa Alpha Theta sorority members participated in "Kids
in a Box" event last friday night at the Pacific campus by Gospel
Center Rescue Mission.

Bv Maroot Durand
Staff Writer

On Friday, September 16,
South Campus hosted the
Gospel Center Rescue Mis
sion's 'Kids-In-A-Box' charity
event.
The event lodges the com
munity volunteers in card
board boxes in order to raise
awareness concerning homelessness. It began the evening
of the 16th, and concluded the
following morning.
The teams and families
decorated and created their
box fortresses in hopes of
winning the 'most creative'
prize. Some of the boxes
were painted and shaped
into dwellings that resembled
actual houses, churches, and
castles. Others were cut into
simple, large cubbyholes with
just enough room to lie down
and sleep.
The energy at the fund
raiser was high-spirited and
fun. There were kids run
ning around playing tag and
families cuddled up playing
card games. Attendants were
provided with complimentary

refreshments and snacks
throughout the night.
Many different organi
zations were represented.
Among these was Pacific's
Kappa Alpha Theta. The
girls raised one hundred
and fifty dollars for the
Gospel Rescue Mission,
and enjoyed participating
in the event. Ashley Christensen, a junior, said, "Not
only are we raising money
for the homeless, but we
are also being reminded to
appreciate what we have."
Haven of Peace and Stock
ton Homeless Shelter were
also in attendance.
Families who lived in or
had recently moved out of
the shelter inhabited some
of the hosted boxes. Those
families, along with the
community and student
volunteers were able to
share in the hope of mov
ing past a rough time and
into a better future. The
feelings of despair and
hopelessness seemed to be
overcome by the smiles ev-

See BOX page 3

Music fundraiser a success

Pacific performs to help Katrina victimd

Photograph By Dan Cammarano

Pacific Christian Fellowship raised funds for the Katrina Relief last Friday with a music marathon
in the McCafferey Center. They raised nearly one thousand dollars through their efforts.

Courtnee Coburn
Staff Writer

This past Friday stu
dents came together to
support the people of
New Orleans, in a benefit
concert for the victims of
Hurricane Katrina. Orga-

nized by the Pacific Christian turmoil left behind by Hurri
Fellowship, the McCaffrey cane Katrina, say a prayer al
Center was transformed the prayer table, post art o
from a simple student "hang poetry on the response wal
out" into a place of support, make donations to the rec
compassion, and prayer. cross, or simply walk arounc
Students could listen to mu and talk to other students
sic, read articles or look at
See MUSIC page 2
the horrific pictures of the

The Pacifican
From MUSIC page 1
about the calamity hundreds
of miles away.
"We are doing this to give
the Pacific community an
opportunity to do our part
and help the people of New
Orleans." Said Kristie Hoyt,
Inter-Varsity Christian Fel
lowship Staff Member. The
concert certainly did give
students a chance to get
involved either by volun
teering their time, or money
to the relief efforts of the
American Red Cross.
Articles were posted on
the walls, along with heart
breaking photographs of
New Orleans. Specific words
from multiple headlines
were bracketed in red: such
as "Killer", "Economic Toil,"
"Frustration","and "Loss"."
Freshman Jon Kaku said,
"I think the articles engage
students to be more informed
of this situation."
The Art Response Wall was
extremely touching. Students
were given the opportunity
to paint, draw, write poems,
or put up quotes or phrases
along another wall. One stu
dent quoted Bob Marley with
"Every little thing is gonna
be alright." Another student
created a collage of newspa
per articles and painted over
them in blue. "Tonite I cried
and my hope went with it."
Pacific Christian Fellow
ship has been incredibly
involved with the Hurricane
Relief Effort. Two students
involved with the group are
even leaving behind classes,
and their college lives, and
heading to New Orleans with
the American Red Cross.
But whether or not stu
dents are a part of this or
ganization, the empathy and
efforts made this past Friday
serve as a constant reminder
that unity is the key to mak
ing a difference and bring
ing relief to the victims of
Hurricane Katrina. Pacific
Christian Fellowship's hope
of raising awareness was
definitely made a reality.

UNIVERSITY OF
THE PACIFIC
DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC SAFETY
WEEKLY REPORT
September 11
through 17, 2005
1...VANDALISM
BROOKSIDE HOUSE

Received a report the
house had been egged.
One egg entered an open
window which caused
damage.

3...THEFT
MONAGHAN HALL

unlocked during that time.

Victim reports someone
had stolen their bicycle
from the bike rack.

7...AUTO BURGLARY
MONAGHAN PARKING

4...VANDALISM LOT #7

Victim reports someone
threw orange paint on
their vehicle.
5...DAMAGED VEHICLE
MONAGHAN PARKING

Owner reports vehicle's
windshield was shattered
possibly by a soccer ball
from the field.

2...VANDALISM
MONAGAN HALL

6...THEFT

Someone had placed a
trash can full of water
against the door of the
room. When the occupant
opened the door, the
water spilled into the
room causing damage.

Staff reports someone
entered one of the rooms
between 4:00 PM on 0909-05 and 8:00 AM on
09-12-05 and removed a
Dell computer valued at
$950. The room was left

WPC

9 . . .ANNOYING CALlj
PUBLIC SAFETY
Victim reports receiving
several annoying cal|s
eryc
from an x-boyfriend.
n

091205s she secured her
vehicle at 8:30 PM on
ticee
09-11-05 and when she 10...TRAFFIC STOP Prol
hoir
returned at 9:39 AM, she DAVE BRUBECK
discovered someone had Officers
stoppe< pert
moi
broken the side window a vehicle for traffy onlj
of their 95 Chevrolet and violations. The drive; thei
took the face plate to her did not have a license gre;
stereo and battery cables. so he was cited and the eno
she!
vehicle was towed.
I
8 . . . ARREST ROSEMARIE
this
& PRECESSI
11...THEFT WPC
of l
Officers attempted to stop a Staff reports the theft o She
vehicle for traffic violations. a DVD player from ar sist
Res
Driver finally pulled over at unlocked room.
tha
above location and officers
fun
learned the driver had 12...DAMAGE
less
outstanding warrants from MONAGHAN PARKIN Joa
San Bernardino. Subject Owner of a Toyota rais
hoi
arrested and booked on reports the window was Bo>
the warrants.
broken out by an erran
La Crosse ball.

Reports from occupied Haiti
A country long in need of peace and human righto
Bv Andrew Mitchell

and Justice Coalition, intro Haiti. The Haitian government
Faulkner has been activi
duced Faulkner.
in place today, backed by the in the US and internatior
The current conflict in US, Canada, and France, has ally on human right issues
On September 13, students Haiti is between members 'Death Squads' hunting down She took part in a protest c
at Pacific had the opportu of the Lavalas political suspected supporters of Lava the School of Americas irl
Georgia and fasted for tw(
nity to attend an informative party and the United State's- las. Slaughters are frequent.
One of Faulkner's roles in weeks outside the Unitec
session on a current societal backed government which is
problem in Haiti. Few people presently in control. Lavalas, visiting Haiti is to act as a hu Nations protesting the Irai
in the United States know of which means 'the flood' in man shield. The Death Squad war.
Leisa Faulkner's wisl
the situation in this blighted Haitian Creole, was swept members are less inclined to
country in the Caribbean. into power in the early 1990's shoot when an American is for Haiti is that countries
To help reverse this statistic, with its candidate Jean-Ber- in the way. Faulkner, in a very like France and the US stas
the Peace and Justice Coali trand Aristide now as presi emotional presentation, de out of Haitian business. Sh(
scribed everyday life in Haiti. wishes also to see Aristidt
tion put on a special event dent.
Aristide promoted democ She usually stayed in Cap Hai reinstated as president.
with human-rights activist
She is the co-chair of the
Leisa Faulkner as a keynote racy, something rare in Hai tian and Milo, where power
tian government, and began and water are scarce.
Progressive Democrats o
speaker.
However, Faulkner sees a America, Sacramento chap
Faulkner, a prominent to implement his reforms.
human rights activist in The United States, however, hope in the people there. The ter, along with Professo
children she saw were cheerful Burke and is the founder o:
northern California, detailed took him out of power
In 2000, another election and most of the people were the Coalition 4 Democrace
her experiences in Haiti and
in Haiti.
her efforts there to restore was held. Aristide ran again excited to see her.
"She showed an amazing
Persons interested m
democracy. The presentation and received 92 percent of
included a video that ex the popular vote. The United power point presentation joining the Peace and Jus
plained Haiti's often tumul States did not like this result on her most recent trip there tice Coalition are encour
and decided in 2004 to put which was just a few weeks aged to attend meetings
tuous past.
ago," said Joyce Huh, the pres held Monday nights at 9 ir
Paul Burke, a part-time Aristide into exile in Africa.
Faulkner
described
in
ident
of the Peace and Justice the Redwood Room at the
sociology professor at Pacific
depth
the
state
of
affairs
in
Coalition.
McCaffrey Center.
and advisor for the Peace
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Ten new students from
Gulf Coast at Pacific

between seven different
centers in the area, and also
receives a great amount of
help
from family support.
eryone shared.
Do
stated "Our goal was
The Gospel Center prac
to
raise
100,000 dollars with Erin Birmingham
tices a supplemental housing
News Editor
program which allows the the fundraiser, 50,000 com
homeless to save seventy five ing from the corporate spon
The University of the Pacific
percent of their income for sors. We have one individ
liberally admitted ten new
ual
who
raised
200
dollars
monthly needs, and spend
only twenty five percent on alone." This is the first time displaced Gulf Coast students
for the fall semester. The Uni
their housing. This can be a the event has been held at
versity agreed to take care of
Pacific,
and
the
added
atten
great help to those without
their tuition, room and board
tion
from
being
held
on
the
enough money to provide
in an attempt to assist them in
campus
seems
to
have
aided
shelter to their families.
getting back on their feet.
Uyen Do, the organizer of a great deal. More students
The newly enrolled stu
are
involved,
and
more
me
this event is a 2002 graduate
dents
were invited to a wel
dia
coverage
has
also
been
of University of the Pacific.
come reception last Sunday,
given.
The
program
grows
She is the Administration As
September 18th 2005 where
sistant for the Gospel Center and strengthens each year,
they could become further ac
Resucue Mission and hopes and will no doubt continue
Photograph by Tina Brehmer
each other and t
that this event helped raise to do so. The charity event quainted with
campus
hospitality.
Sunday's welcome reception for Gulf Coast displaced students
funds to improve the home brought fun spirits and high
The decision to admit the recently enrolled in the University were invited to attend a benefit
hopes
to
the
UOP
campus.
It
less shelter programs in San
ten new students only took concert in Faye Spanos put on by the Conservatory.
Joaquin County, as well as is a reminder to appreciate
President De La Rosa, the four
raise awareness about local the simplest things in life
vice
presidents and the pro
homelessness. 'Kids-In-A- and that there is always a
According to President it, "I'm going to hit the
vost
twenty
minutes.
Box' is a collaborative effort hope for a better future.
De La Rosa, "the faculty is books, and finish college. I'll
helping people to catch up make it."
and they have embraced the
Junior, Frerika Thomas
situation quickly."
also joins Pacific from Xavier
Several of the admitted University where she . left
students are Stockton na behind an apartment flooded
tives; Rodrigo Cortes has with three to five feet of
joined pacific as a junior. water. She's now living in
"Everybody is awesome," the townhouses and taking
said Rodrigo, "it's been nice Pre-Law classes.
to know someone is helping
Freshman Danielle Brant
me."
did not evacuate before the
Sophomore, Michael Bell hurricane hit and as a result
from Xavier University in experienced every aspect of
New Orleans shared a simi the disaster before rabidly
lar opinion in saying that, relocating to Pacific. Amazed
"everyone has been very and a little confused, like
helpful in felicitating my most of the new students,
transition into Pacific, and Danielle explained that "last
so far everything has been night was the first time I saw
really cool."
the campus, and I started
His future plans at Pacific classes today."
are simple, as he explained

From BOX page 1

CLASSIFIED ADS

Our scholarship covers tuition, textbooks and supplies and c-vc-n gives yau amonrthly stipend for
living expenses. Bui it's the ejtpetfeme you'll g»in alien gradualism thai ses this program apail.
A»*B' Air Fare*dentist,
swpfwrthw twm •mtreiwmM wrier* bmcMnf end meenmng
are ongoing. Ylati U hove exposure to various specialties, and the weight elemergencies or aiflieuft
cases wori't rest n year shoulders atone. For mere iBtomaliaft about ear Health Professions
Scholarship Program, call w visit us ahilr*. t-800*5§8-* AIFFBWSEXWI/iEMriCiWK

2003 Honda CRV. 14,000 miles.
Excellent condition. Rims. Wood
grained dash added. Cassette/CD.
$16,500. (209) 955-6929
Master bedroom with private bath
room in Spanos Park. $600 + $100
Utilities. (209) 406-1550
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UK agents provocateurs arrested in Iraq
British ooldiero dredded ad Arabd are detained after shooting at Iraqi police
By Shane Cipris
Perspectives Editor
In the shadowy world of
international intrigue, an
'agent provocateur' is a per
son who instigates dissent,
violence or illegal acts either
within or on the part of a
targeted group of people.
The agent provocateur is dif
ferent from a conventional
spy, in that they are not so
much concerned with gath
ering intelligence as they are
with disrupting the targeted
group's activities from with
in. As supposed members of
a group, they commit illegal
acts so that the group will be
scrutinized, demonized and
punished.
On Monday in the city of
Basra in southern Iraq, two
undercover British soldiers
were arrested after a shoot
out with Iraqi police. The
soldiers, who were dressed

in civilian, Arab-style cloth Iraqi police for being able
ing, were caught driving to take them alive—this af
a car packed with a small ter hearing for months how
arsenal, including explosives Iraqi forces can't defend
and anti-tank missiles. When themselves). If the two Brit
stopped at a checkpoint, the ish soldiers had not been
soldiers opened fire on Iraqi captured, how would this
police, resulting in a firefight shootout have been reported
that killed at least two Iraqi in the media?
civilians. The soldiers were
That's right: "Iraqi insur
arrested, and when inter gents clash with police, two
rogated refused to cooperate dead." If the soldiers had not
with Iraqi authorities. On been captured, the incident
Tuesday, British forces used would have been written off
an armored vehicle to smash as another brutal, anarchic
into the jail where the soldiers attack by the 'terrorists.'
were believed to have been
Is anybody else disturbed
held, securing their release by this? For the last few
later that day.
months, there hasn't been
Think about this. British a single day I haven't read
soldiers, disguised as Arab about multiple Iraqi insur
civilians, brazenly fired on gent attacks on Coalition
the Coalition-trained Iraqi troops. Now we have this
police and are freed the very extremely suspicious circumnext day. The only reason
we know about this incident
is because the soldiers were
See AGENT page 6
captured (and kudos to the
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IN ADDITION to the small-arms pictured here, the captured British
soldiers had in their posession wigs, Arab headdresses and
communications euipment.

Reflections on a year spent studying abroad

Bv Jeff Swartz
Guest Writer
I studied in China for a
year. It was different and
amazing and all that, but
more so than anything it
was pure fun. I spent a
month by myself once trav
eling through Manchuria,
a region of China that for
eigners rarely visit. It was
cold, industrial and very
polluted. It still looks like
the old Communist China,
instead of other more impor
tant Chinese cities that look'
like the rest of the modern
ized world.
Of the cities I visited I
liked Changchun the most.
I ended up at a big smokey,
dining hall filled with fami
lies celebrating the Chinese

New Year. I let the waiter
order for me. He brought me
cold beef fat and a roasted
pig's hand. I smiled and
acted like it was always this
way. I took three bites, put
down my chopsticks, left

The Forbidden City (top) and
Changchun, China (bottom)

some money and ran out into
the slushy streets covered in
dark gray heaps of snow.
I ended up in a 24-hour
teahouse. There was no one
in there but the owner and
his friends. I told them I
was Swedish, and very lost.
I often tell the Chinese I am
Swedish; I don't know why.
I'm not ashamed of being
American, but pretending to
be Swedish is always more
of an adventure. I was glad
none of the Chinese people
spoke Swedish. I played
table soccer with the guys
and drank some jasmine tea.
I'm the first Swede they'd
ever met.
The owner was my age
and owned his own 24:hour
teahouse. He told me no one
comes in at night except for

his friends and his grandma bread source.
bringing him supplies for the
I visited the Forbidden
next day. He was married City, the palace where the
at 20 and now has his own puppet emperor Pu-yi lived
business. I promised I would His life was glamourized in
come back the next evening. the movie The Last Emperoi
Strolled back to my hotel, At an internet bar I bought
and the streets were empty some cake and watched a
for a change. They love their Chinese psychic thriller about
cars here.
dogs who could predict yotfl
The temperature was well future (wish American dogs
below freezing. Late at night could do that).
I returned to my hotel, the
The next day I left an<
Paradise. I fell asleep to the went to another random city
sounds of teenagers smoking full of other old building
cigarettes, against the statue and cold streets filled with
of Mao Zedong.opposite my restaurants offering me roast
hotel room. I woke up to an pig hand and other delica
other sunny day in northern cies. It's just another da;
China. I ran downstairs to ifi China. I'm being stare:
the restaurant for a typical at and everyone can't help
fifty-cent breakfast: broccoli shouting "Hello!" at me.
and fried noodles with some smile and tell them I'm from
mantou, the typical staple Sweden.
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Pacific's pastime

week. It'll be killer.
*Half of New Orleans is
still underwater. The good
news is, the strippers will
Bruce
was
just
that
cool.
soon
be back!
Bourbon By Marcel Gibson
Dan Slomin
*A
recent
poll
indicated
Street
strip
club
Big
Daddy Columnist
~,uest Writer
that the majority of Ameri announced that showgirls
Kung-fu legend Bruce cans are sick to death of those would be returning to the
So, I stumbled into a hall
was honored with a lame reality-TV shows. Just club post haste. How taste way, minding my beer so as
ful and appropriate.
atue raised in the formerly
to prevent spillage, when a
*Speaking of tasteful, I read dear friend and frat bro cau
ar-torn country of Serbia,
about a new resort under con tioned, "Marcel, you know
ee was selected as an interstruction in Dubai called the the rules. No beers outside.
ational icon that all groups
Falcon City of Wonders, that GRDs might be walking
)uld relate to, making the
will have lifesize—yes, life- through."
atue symbolic in its intent
Together at last!
size—replicas of the Taj Ma
unite the different ethnic
I had received the speech
ups. I say it's about time in time, here's my brand-new hal, Eiffel Tower and Leaning before, and in my inebri
rneone put up a statue of pitch for a reality show! It's Tower of Pisa among other ated disappointment, flung
ce. And isn't it great that called 'Rush Survivor" and famous landmarks. What my body back inside. Then I
kicked everyone's ass on- it'll follow a group of wide- a great idea. The originals looked to the sky, and prayed
t, but ends up as a sym- eyed Pacific freshmen as were too far apart, and who to the God of Partying, John
of unity, bringing people they undergo the trials and needs authenticity and his Belushi himself, to save me
posthumously? tribulations of the Greek rush tory anyway?
and this university from the
"dry-campus" evil.
Their Pacific, in its con
tinuing effort to be more
politically correct and bland,
has strangled the social scene
of our UOP. In doing so, there
has since been a prohibition
on drinking and partying on
campus, even in our Frats.
But who are we kidding?
Saying there's no drinking
going on is akin to claiming
the world is flat. Sure, Pa
cific students have tried to be
covert about it, but the beer
cans left on Hand Hall Lawn
this morning weren't from a
For just $40 a month and no contract, you can
bum floundering home.
talk anytime and never run out of minutes.
Pacific used to be a notori
ous party school, and though
Cool phones, state-of-the-art network, and all
it has died down since the
the calls you can make. Including long distance.
late 90's, we're still heavy
drinkers. In fact, of my many
trips to other schools, I have
yet to see anything compa
rable to the drinking here.
In other words, while
other schools pound fifths,
we pound handles. Under
the right circumstances, it's
a beautiful thing, but this
dry-campus policy has con
tributed to making Pacific's
pastime more dangerous
Permission to speak freely."
888.8metro8
www.metropcs.com
than it has to be.
More and more students
metroPCS Stores:
VacaviBe
South Sacramento
Itoseville
Antelope
Elk Grove
are taking their drinking off
179 Eimira Rd.
1420 E. RoseviSle Pkwy. 6150 Florin Rd.
4241 Efverta Rd.
4801 Lagurta Blvd.
campus, to their local bar or
Rosevlfc. CA 9S678
Sacramento, CA 95823 Vacavtlle. CA 9588?
Antelope, CA 85843
0k Grove. CA 95758
707-448-1759
party house, meaning they're
818-984-2500
316-984-2500
916-984-2500
316-984-2500
West Sacramento
getting behind the wheel and
Modesto
Sacramento
Stockton
Citrus Heights
1250 W. Capitol Ave.
Centra! Valley Platte
2100 Arden Way
908 W. March in.
5859 Sunrise Blvd.
venturing into a dangerous
Wast Sacramento,
Sacramento, CA 96825 Stockton, CA 9520?
Citrus Heights, CA 95610 2225 Plaza Pkwy.
Stockton
night. Other stu
CA
85891
Modesto,
CA
95350
918-984-2500
209-4?8-998D
916-984-2500
916-984-2500
209-529-0539
dents get completely ham
mered in cult-like secretive
To find a store near you, call 888-8metro8 or visit us online at metropcs.com.
apartments and dorm rooms.
Select phone models may vary by sore Vis't vww.metropcs.comfor infomwtion on specific terms and conditions of service and local coverage
area. Nationwide kasg distance applies to the 48contiguous states orty. Taxes and fees nor included.Same restrictions apply. $m store for details.
Either way, both students of

metroPCS.

legal age and under-age are
leaving the safety net.
Basically, once a Tiger,
students have a good chance
to become a sort of drinker
'cause there is really nothing
better to do here. We're not
living in the most exciting of
environments, and on-campus activities not related to
puking at a basketball games
are few and far between.
The zero-tolerance, pourall-the-booze-out,
policy
should be revisited and
made less stringent. RAs and
GRDs should not have to
run around with a hammer
and smash barrels of booze.
Nor should they have to pre
tend that there aren't thirty

" ...while other
schools pound
fifths, we pound
handles. "
drunks behind the door be
cause the lights are out and
shutters are down.
A pub on campus is the
right type of solution, as it
embraces the fact that college
students drink while also
ensuring safety. Students
would not have to leave cam
pus or hide. The school could
curtail both incidences of
stomach pumping and vio
lent crimes against students.
Fraternities should not
be probated for throwing
parties with booze either.
Instead, the school should
work with greek-life to make
our pastime safer. GRDs
need not walk through a frat
house to shut down a party.
How 'bout hanging around
to make sure everyone is
safe, like a bouncer? Besides,
who's heard of a frat house
where you can't drink? Only
at Pacific.
That night, the God of Par
tying himself revealed to me
a truth. Every college has this
problem to deal with, but
Pacific's Pastime can easily
be solved with, "Toga! Toga!
Toga!..."
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So...what has Dubya been up to lately?
stem cell research, and his government had followed
relentless war on the English what everyone else had pre
language. These tasks, of dicted before the storm hit,
George W. Bush has which not one has the po the national guard might
vowed to rebuild New tential to be completed with be picking up debris rather
Orleans. This adds to his list Bush's three years left in of
of impossible, debt ridden fice, will likely be dumped on
tasks to be completed, which the next president like Texas
include, but are not limited oil onto a bird. I agree—it's
to: the war on terrorism, the not a pretty sight at all.
The relief received by than bodies. So who is to
war on Iraq, the war on the
the
affected population has blame? Bush, in an act com
insurgents in Iraq, finding
been
as adequate as anyone pletely disparate to his char
weapons of mass destruc
tion in Iraq, the war on sci could have predicted—wait, acter, has taken personal re
ence, the war on hurricanes, I mean as adequate as the sponsibility for the delayed
Mars explorations, tax cuts, federal government could reaction. This seems to be
no child left behind, halting have predicted, since if the a recurring episode with

By Benjomin Dunphy
Cuest Writer

this administration: finding ratings have plummy
out what went wrong instead with his support of the
of celebrating a victory of and who else, Australia
preemption. Oh, I get it, that Poland? That's what the
word—preemptive—is only consider a coalition th$
days? Anyways, he pleadft
used when it's not needed!
Mr. Bush has also taken to for the UN Security Coum
amend ties with the United to support a global initj;
Nations by pleading with the tive on terrorism, addin
Security Council which, if you courtesy of whitehouse.go
remember, he defied two years "The United States also rea
ago by invading Iraq, as well firms its commitment to su
as against the support of ev port the prevention of unjut
ery other nation in the world armed conflict." Irony, in
except tea-drinking Britain sense.
Till next time, that's wha
(well, at least tea-drinking
Tony Blair, since his approval Dubya's been up to.
AGENT from page 4
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stance of Arab-masquerading
soldiers caught redhanded
with a cache of small-arms
of the type favored by in
surgents. The soldiers were
caught with explosives and
anti-tank missiles. Now, the
insurgents have no tanks,
and the Air Force is doing a
swell job dropping tons of
explosives from the sky. So
this begs the question: why
were the soldiers carrying
these types of weapons? In
conjunction with their civil
ian dress and their refusal to
cooperate with Iraqi authori
ties, the evidence points to an
agent-provocateur operation.
There is precedent for this
type of 'false-flag' operation.
In a September 2002 issue of
the Los Angeles Times, mili
tary analyst William Arkin
wrote of a report prepared
for defense secretary Don
ald Rumsfeld regarding the
creation of an intelligence
apparatus known as P20G
(Proactive,
Pre-emptive
Operations Group). P20G
would be tasked with covert
operations designed to cause
violent attacks by terrorists,
who would then be exposed
to a counterattack. To give
an example of a false-flag
operation, I turn to the state
of Israel, which has an intel
ligence service (Mossad) that
is as sneaky and devious as
our own CIA. In December
2002, a group of undercover
Mossad agents were arrested
by the Palestinian Authority

and charged with attemptin
to create fake Al-Qaeda ce
in the Gaza strip, to justifi
the repressive Israeli occupa
tion of Palestinian land.
The US and Israel are
strangers to deception, anc
follows that Britain is equall;
capable of dirty doub
dealings. But if true, what
would be the point of sucl
an operation? Well, public
support for the war has beet
steadily sliding and man)
people are angry about beinj
lied to regarding the Bush
administration's pre-war ra
tionale of "weapons of mas:
destructions," which were
never found. In addition t(
the growing anti-war senti
ment, many Americans fee
that the US should disengage
once Iraq is capable of pro
tecting and policing itself.
There's the rub. If the Iraqi
security forces are constantly
beset by insurgent attack
the US military is presum
ably needed to maintain or
der, justifying an indefinite
length of occupation with
no end in sight. However, il
some of those attacks are in
fact covertly instigated by
Coalition forces, the foreign
presence in Iraq becomes a
self-perpetuating cycle. In
this incident, had the soldiers
not been caught, the shooting
would have been "just anoth
er day in Iraq," and served as
a representative incident jus
tifying the continued, illegal
occupation of the country.
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Fear and Loathing on a College Campus
Hurrlcaua Rita to put up a personal ad
then good friend you have
no soul.
There has been something
else that has really been
bothering me, and although
I have complained about it
before, this year it has come
back with a vengeance due
to the surge of incoming
freshmen. I'm talking about
the dining hall. Specifically,
about the room to the left
as you walk in through the
front doors.

By Mikev Vu
Lifestyles Editor

In current news, the World
Meteorological Organization
(WMO), the group in charge
of naming hurricanes has ap
parently started to run out of
names.
While feminists have start
ed to argue that the WMO
should start adding men's
name to the potential list, I
have a better solution that
probably would only make
me happy. If they only they
would start naming them
after nice things that make
you smile, then maybe they
wouldn't seem so bad.
Are you telling me that
Hurricane
Happy
Face

doesn't sound appealing?
How about Hurricane Easy
Mac? Hurricane Warm Socks
on a Cold Day? The only
problem with this is who
the hell is going to be afraid
of something called Hur
ricane Blankie? "Honey did
you hear about hurricane
that's coming this way? We
should probably move into
the baseme...wait what? It's
called what? Oh forget that,
I'm going back to sleep." The
problems would be endless.
What about the flipside?
If it's a really bad storm,
shouldn't we need names
that instill fear deep into the
heart of man? If you're tell
ing me that Hurricane Car
rot Top doesn't terrify you,

"If you're telling
me that Hurri
cane Carrot Top
doesn't terrify
you, then good
friend you have
no soul."
For some inexplicable rea
son, the doorway that leads
into the side eating area is a
hot spot for all the cool kids
to hang out at. Every single
time I'm in there, there's just
an amorphous blob of people
blocking the doorway hold
ing their trays of precarious
ly placed liquids just waiting
for them to be spilled. What?
You're looking for some
where to sit down? That's

!
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"Lifestyles Editor in search
of muse. Looking for an un
tapped well of inspiration to
remove the proverbial block
of the writer's variety. Turn
offs include "the clap" and
females who are afraid of text
on paper. Literacy a must."
Honestly, who would re
spond to something like that?
Who would even put that in a
personal ad thinking it would
work in the first place? I mean
really now, it's kind of silly to
think that some editor would
take time out of their day to
write a personal ad for them
selves in hopes that someone
would...no seriously, call me.
Be my Aphrodite.

Questions?
Complaints?
Showers upon
showers of praise?
Send it to
pacificanlifestyles
@pacific.edu

Come to a workshop and get help
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"Police Officer looking for
females to harass on bridge.
Lack of knowledge about
unreasonable search and

seizure a big plus." Hmmm
maybe that wouldn't go over
too well.

Do you want an internship, but
don't know where to look?

CENTER FOR COMMUNITY
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perfectly good and fine with
me asshat, but if you want
somewhere to hang out and
look confused, try the mall.
End rant.
Jennifer Aniston has re
cently announced that she
is ready to jump back into
the oh so wonderful realm
of dating. But I wonder,
how exactly does one of
such high profile go about
dating again? Does she go
on Myspace and take one of
those artsy pictures in black
and white where she's not
looking directly at the cam
era but rather a little bit off
to the side as if to imply that
there is something going on
there that is more interest
ing? Doubtful.
What about personal ads?
That's a much more appeal
ing thought to me, but what
would it look like? "Single
White Female looking for a
man who thinks Angelina
Jolie is not attractive." What
if we could apply this to
people on campus? I'm sure
there are a lot of people who
would love the idea of hav
ing their own personal ad.
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Finding Your internship
Tuesday, Sept. 27
4:00-5:00pm
Hand Hall
Conference Room

The Pacifican
you with fluoride in the water.
Eat some tuna salad and relax,
there is no conspiracy. Tonight
wonder if the government has
psychics on the payroll.
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Taurus

Feeling overwhelmed? Want
to turn to drugs and the Sauce?
Listen to a little Ted Nugent and
realize what happens when you
kill brain cells like that. Tonight
make out with your hand.

Gemini

Bv Dan Cammarano
Photographer

Libra
Thirteen blind sailors have
predicted that the relative posi
tions of the planets mean you
are in a bad mood. Eat somefish
and count to ten, everything
will be fine. Tonight brush your
teeth twice.

One night of laundry is all
it takes to understand the un
earthly force of static cling! Try
to keep yourself grounded, and
rub yourself with a balloon. To
night build a better mouse trap.

Cancer
The position of my cat says
you need happiness! Disregard

what you find attractive in the
opposite sex and gaze at the
beautiful bums! Real hotties
got dunks. Tonight listen to old
school rap.

Leo
Summer is gone and fall is
upon you with a force of 12
cows! Invest in warmer flip
flops and pray for deliver
ance. You may also warm up
with soup. Tonight look for
a solar eclipse, It's out there
somewhere.

Virgo
Someone was watching you
in the library. The rocks in
my shoes told me that you have
no need to fear, you have an
admirer. Return to the library
and wait for them to make
their move. Tonight memorize
a poem.

Listen. Process. Help.

Scorpio
Look to the sky at anytime of
the day and you will feel very
stiff and boring. You need to
watch "Footloose" with Kevin
Bacon and play monopoly with
someone. Tonight dance to your
own tune.

Sagittarius
Watching the latest US Army
commercial you feel empowered
to wage war with your room
mate. Instead of placing land
mines outside their dresser, try
to plant a flower. Tonight wash
the windows.

Capricorn
My Sponge Bob movie told
me that you will be experienc
ing a happy yet moist event in
your future. Make sure you are
prepared with a mop and a good
joke! Tonight dream about your
celebrity crush.

Aquarius
This week you are feeling like
there is something on your mind
that won't get off. Identify the
problem and burry it as deep in
your soul as you can. Tonight
listen to a little bluegrass.

Pieces
Five fish told a rabbit that
Central Receiving stole a love
letter addressed to you. Enter
the office and seduce one of the
attractive employees and find
your letter! Tonight wash,
wash, rinse and repeat.

Aries
'After a long night of think
ing, you realize that maybe
the government is controlling

Life is complex, Prepare lo help people
manage the challenges of life.
Azusa Pacific University's graduateprograms in Clinical Psychology offer:

• Art AFA-sccrcd'tcd' Psy. C. " -op a "
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Four Brothers gets thumbs up
Ashlev Dolezal

Reporter

the trouble they caused.
After their mother was
It's a Friday night and you murdered in what appeared
and that special someone are to be a random grocery store
thinking about what to do. hold-up, the brothers reunite
-You want to go to the movies to bury their mother. Their
but you can't seem to agree hunt to find their mother's
on a movie. The girls want killers brings them to realize
to watch a chick flick and the that Evelyn's death was no
boys want to watch the exact accident: she was set up.
opposite. But don't worry,
Leading the pack of broth
you are in luck: Four Brothers ers is the oldest, Bobby Mer
will satisfy both of you.
cer (Mark Wahlberg). He was
Four Brothers is an action once known around town as
packed drama filled with "The Michigan Mauler" and
violence and the need for gives off the impression that
revenge. The 1 hour and 49 he acts first and thinks later.
minute movie is set in the
The middle brothers are
streets of inner-city Detroit. Angel Mercer (Tyrese Gib
The movie follows the lives son) and Jeremiah Mercer
of the four Mercer brothers, (Andre Benjamin). Angel is
who were adopted by Ev an ex-Marine who deals with
elyn Mercer (Fionnula Flana his loud-mouth girlfriend
gan) after no other families and tries to find a balance
wanted them because of all between finding his mothers

killers and pleasing his girl.
Jeremiah is a former union
activist who settled in De
troit with his wife and kids
and unfortunately has run
into some financial business
problems.
The youngest brother is
Jack Mercer (Garrett Hedlund), a young man that
shows the world that he is
tough but is truly vulner
able inside. Even though
his brothers ridicule him and
question his sexuality, they
are always looking out for
his best interest.
As the brothers begin their
quest to find their mothers
killers, they find out that all
signs lead to gangster Vic
tor Sweet (Chijwetel Ejofor),
who has dirty cops, govern
ment workers and a gang of
followers to do whatever he

wants them to.
Four Brothers has a series
of car chases down Detroit
streets during a snow storm,
as well as street battles,
murders and an attempt to
gun down the Mercer family
home. Director John Single
ton keeps the tempo of Four
Brothers at a fast pace and
there is never a dull moment.
Singleton lightens the mood
by not making a big deal that
two of the brothers are Cau
casian (Bobby and Jack) and
two are African-American
(Angel and Jeremiah) and
instead shows that love for a
family is thicker than blood.
Each actor did a fantastic
job getting the viewers to feel
their character. Wahlberg
portrayed a tough guy with
a bad-ass attitude, Gibson
nailed the role of the smooth-

guy, Benjamin delivers as
the family guy with a secret
and Hedlund has a breakout
performance as a troubled
rocker who is scared now
that he has lost his mother.
This movie is great for a
first date! Both males and
females will like this movie.
There are enough car chases
and fights to keep the boys
interested and the girls are
going to love watching the
four brothers work to honor
their mother! And there are
a few scenes that will make
your date want to grab onto
your arm, boys!
Four Brothers is definitely
worth the money to go see
in the theater. It will make
you laugh, cry and appreci
ate that you are not living the
life that the Mercer brothers
did.
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SPORT

Sports Science

tified athletic trainer. While
talking to Soccer player Fe
licia Weiss, she commented,
"they're helpful, knowledgable, and there when you
need them." She also went
Lindsov Kennedy
on
to say, "It's obvious they
cold or an injury on the field,
Reporer
are
trying hard because they
to something non-athletic, off
are
committed and always
the
field.
Behind the scenes at ev
willing
to learn."
University
of
the
Pacific
is
ery sports practice or game,
The
Academic Program
special
in
a
sense
that
they
of
whether home or away, lies
Director,
Sharon West, who
fer
this
program,
giving
these
not only a health care spe
teaches
the
Athletic Training
students
a
better
chance
later
cialist, but an educated and
classes,
as
well as advises
on
down
the
road.
Jennifer
certified Athletic Trainer who
P a w s o n these concentration majors,
is is one of the two major
who
a
senior
this year,
responded
with, "We
help with [hose Tapallo
treatments Collumist
before and
Overall Record: 8-6
afte prac
tices and
Oakland at Philadelphia
games,
The
Raiders have played
t h i n g s
wo
of
the best teams in the
as
such
MFL
the
first two weeks
stretching,
and
this
week
is the same.
heating
The
Eagles
are
coming off
ic
and
42-3
debacle
of
the niners
ing, mo
ast
week
where
Donovan
dalities,
VlcNabb
shook
off
his
injury
as well as
and
threw
5
TDs.
The
Raiders
making
sure the aaven't played badly the last
p l a y e r s two weeks and they should
are well ceep this one relatively close,
h y d r a t e d aut the Eagles seem to have
and ready anally found some chemisxy. Collins and Moss will not
to play."
ae
able to overcome McNabb
In order
and
Owens.
for a stu
dent to be
Eagles 27, Raiders 17
Photograph by Tina Brehmer
involved,
Senior Jennifer Pawson, streches an athlete.
t h e y
Dallas at San Francisco
w o u l d
has committed their time and
Dallas
had an unexpected,
effort towards providing our need to apply, and have a
aeartbreaking
loss to the
athletes with health care. Not minimum CPA of 2.65. Cours
Redskins
on
Monday
night.
many people are aware of es such as Human Anatomy,
The
49ers
didn't
have
a
the extensive job these train Human Physiology, Biology,
chance
last
week
against
the
ers hold on our campus, or of Sports Nutrition, along with
aowerhouse Eagles. If the
their important role with the an additional athletic train
niners
can play solid defense
ing program are some of the
athletic department.
and
not
turn the ball over on
As of now, there are basic classes needed.
offense
this
could be a good
In order to meet the re
thirteen Pacific students
game.
The
Cowboys
have an
involved in the Athletic quirements of the National
excellent
defense
and
an ofTraining Program who work Athletic Training Association
ense
good
enough
to
handle
side by side with six certi put forth, these athletic train
the 49ers. Dallas' D will win
fied trainers (head, program ers must work along side a
this
game hands down.
director, two assistants, two sports team here at Pacific
Cowboys 21,49ers 10
graduate assistants, as well each semester for two years.
Once
they
have
finished
their
as one intern). Part of the
New England at Pitts
LV
ic that
mai comes
Allies with
Willi me
° and course
— work
role
the training
burgh
wili
sit
for
their
certi
program ranges from taking
"
The Steelers haven't faced
exam- If theY Pass'
care of athletes in every area fication
a good team yet and this is
each
wiU
on
to
be
a
cer
of their health; from having a
8°
" hpir rhanrp tn chow hnw

Athletic Training at Pacific
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peoplenwdrvecr mthis orga
nization here at Pacific. The
other is Chris Pond, who is
the Head Athletic Trainer in
which these Athletic Training
Students obtain the majority
of their hands on knowledge
and experience from.
Each
Athletic Training
Student here at Pacific is as
signed to one sports team
each semester, for two years.
Having this kind of training,
while working next to a more
experienced and certified
Athletic Trainer, has made it

easy for these Athletic Train
ing Students to accomplish a
successful career afterwards,
While interviewing one of
these students involved in
the program, Jennifer Paw
son stated, "I feel that after
I finish the program up here
at Pacific, I will be confident
in my ability as an athletic
trainer enough to carry me
into the future." For more
information about this pro
gram, check out the website
www.NATA.org .

NFL GURU

good they really are. Willie like they will keep them ii
Parker has had back-to- the game every week. Cincin
back 100 yard games on the nati embarrassed the Viking!
ground and Ben Roethlis- and forced Daunte Culpep
berger has been phenomenal. per to throw 5 interceptions
Their defense has only given Carson Palmer proved he
up 14 total points in the first becoming a star with thre(
two weeks. New England lost touchdowns. Although Chi
to the Panthers last week and "cago has looked good I thinl
Tom Brady looked confused. the Bengals will win on th<
Corey Dillon still hasn't road.
Bengals 24, Bears 13
surpassed 100 total rushing
yards and he needs to have
Atlanta at Buffalo
a big game for the Patriots
Both
teams are coming ii
to win. The teams are evenly
1-1
after
losses in week 2
matched, but I will give it to
This
game
will come dowi
the Steelers because they are
to
one
thing,
defense. Thes<
at home.
are
two
of
the
top 5 defense
Steelers 24, Patriots 20
in the NFL and the offense
Jacksonville'at New York ' will figure that out prettj
quick. This game is going tc
Tets
The Jets looked a little come down to who can score
better after getting blown a touchdown or two withou
away by the Chiefs in week too many turnovers. Thi:
one with a 17-7 win over the game is going to be close, bu
Dolphins. Chad Penning- I think Takeo Spikes is goinj
ton was efficient and the D to shadow Vlck a11 game"
Buffalo 17, Falcons 13
stepped up. Jacksonville had
the most impressive loss last
Kansas City at Denver
week if that is possible. They
Kansas City has lookec
only surrendered 10 points
to the lethal Colts offense. good in both victories thi
Byron Leftwich got battered season. The Broncos scrapec
all game and still had a and clawed for a victor]
chance to win the game. The over San Diego last week
Jaguars are an improving The Chiefs has a dominan
team and will take this game offensive line and two pow
erhouse running backs. Thei
in the Meadowlands.
defense has been very gooc
Jaguars 23, Jets 14
as well. Denver has to havi
a 100-yard game from Mik<
Cincinnati at Chicago
Chicago dominated the Anderson to have a chance
Lions last week and Thomas The days of Denver domi
Jones is looking better every nance is coming to an end.
Chiefs 31, Broncos 17
week. Their defense seems
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Outdoor Connection tackles Half-Dome
Arosh Scott Behnam
Sports Editor

The University of the
Pacific has a little secret
that needs to come out. Pa
cific, which we all know is
famously located in the cen
tral valley is more than just a
pretty little ivy school in the
middle of blue collar Stock
ton. Did you know Pacific is
a few hours away from some
of California's most breath
taking landmarks? Well the
secret is out about the Pacific
Outdoor Connection. Part
of the recreation program
provided by the Division
of Student Life, the Pacific
Outdoor Connection gives
our community a chance to
appreciate many aspects of
California. Last weekend six
students and three staff went
to beautiful Yosemite.
"I think the half dome
trip shows what the POC
is all about, students com
ing together to enjoy the
outdoors and do something
different. Something they
can look back on as one of
their best times in college
said Kuehl who helps lead
trips.
Climbing and hiking the
majestic half dome was a big
part of the agenda in the twoday adventure to Yosemite.
The Pacific Outdoor
Connection does more than

Photograph courtesy of Andy Fields

Members of last weekend's trip to Half Dome stand together at the top after their hike. The trip was put on by the
Pacific Outdoor Connection

take you on amazing adven
tures, the qualified staff also
teach classes like rock climb
ing. Besides teaching Pacific
Outdoor Connection pro
vides equipment like stoves,
tents and sleeping bags
for dirt cheap prices. With
equipment comes maps,
advice and help in planning
an outdoor journey. But if
you do not have the time or
resources to plan your trip
do not panic fire Pacific Out

door Connection has your is a great way to meet others
back. In fact that is the job of and see what else California
POC, "bringing people togeth has to offer. "All of my ex
er, in such a beautiful place and
way," said Marisa Earll, also a periences in the outdoors
trip leader. It creates a unique have led to instant friend
experience and bond between ships and great times I will
everyone involved.
always remember," said
It is that easy and in a mat Earll. The Pacific Outdoor
ter of hours the experience Connection has many excit
sinks in. The friendly staff ing trips planned including
is warm, helpful and have surfing in Santa Cruz on Oc
passion for the outdoors. The tober 1st. First timers or old
Pacific Outdoor Connection timers this trio is ODen to all

levels and skills. Although
we all do have busy lives,
thanks to the Pacific Outdoor
Connection, we can get away
and relax these college years
with California nature. The
Pacific Outdoor Connection
is located on the North side
of the Baun Fitness Center
across the street from the
bridge. For further informa
tion see http: / / courses.edu/
studentlife/recreation/
outdoor.asp

Sports Week Wrap-up
Women's Soccer
The Lady Tigers are
starting to receive national
recognition with an 18th
place ranking in the west by
Soccer Buzz magazine. The
Lady Tigers are down south
this weekend with matches
against San Diego State on
Friday and San Diego on
Sunday.
Men's Golf
Led by Thomas Petersson the Tigers opened their
season at the Northwest
Collegiate Classic in Oregon.
Petersson shot a 223 to finish
in 44th place. Chris Rosenau

was eight spots behind the
team lead with a 224. The
Tigers do not see play again
until October 14th in Fresno.

Turnbull had three goals
and Will McLaughlin added
two in the loss. Turnbull and
McLaughlin were impres
sive the whole tournament.
Men's Water polo
Will McLaughlin was not the
only McLaughlin to get in
Do not let the 9th place fin the act of scoring, as brother
ish in the SoCal tournament Clint also had three goals in
fool you, the Tigers played the win against U.C Davis.
well. With four games in Goalie Marko Popovic had
two days the Tigers won an impressive tournament
three against ranked oppo including an 11 save day
nents. With tuff wins over against Redlands.
15th ranked Redlands, 13th
ranked U.C Davis and 9th
Women's Volleyball
ranked Loyola Marymount
Pacific is starting to move up
Tigers lost to USF for the
the ranking charts. Pacific's first time in 19 matches.
only loss was to 6th ranked Sidney Bennett led the lady
Long Beach State 9-7. Matt tigers with 15 kills.
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Sophomore Jamie Souza puts all her foot into the ball at the home
game last Friday night. The Tigers won 1-0 in double overtime
against Brown University.
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"I can take a
call from anyone.
And it's free."

Now all incoming calls are free
while on the Nationwide Sprint PCS Network with select plans starting at $49.99

Now you can have more choice and flexibility than with any
other wireless company.

1000 ANYTIME
MINUTES
ONLY $40!

FREE

SANYO PHONE
INSTANTLY!
With activation

PER MONTH*

Sanyo 200 Color
Speakerphone

With Nationwide Long Distance
Ask about our unlimited
roaming plans.
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of platinum,
blue and
pink!

Yes you ca n."
New
Location!

MODESTO

STOCKTON

STOCKTON

STOCKTON

3330 E. Hammer Lane
209-476-2489

TURLOCK

TRACY

Dale Road and Standiford
3250 Dale Road
209-523-1586

Weberstown Mall
4950 Pacific Ave.
209-478-8828

8014 Lower Sacramento Road
209-475-9783

1609 Lander Ave.
209-668-6767

STOCKTON

MODESTO

TRACY

Robinhood Drive and Pacific
956 Robinhood Drive
209-957-0787

Pavilion Shopping Center
across from Home Depot
2613 Naglee Road
209-839-0008

2819 W. March Lane
209-477-6138

West Valley,MaH
3200 N. Naglee Road
209-839-1818

MODESTO

Vintage Faire Mall
3401 Dale Road
Sprint Kiosk
209-530-9111
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STOCKTON

Marshall's Shopping Center
3440 McHenry Ave.
209-521-9819

STOCKTON

Sherwood Mall
5308 Pacific Ave.
209-473-2454

TRACY

563 Clover Road
Fountain Plaza
209-832-8386

Taxes andsurcharges (includinga USFcharge of 2.54% andcost-recovery fees of $0.65,or other surcharges that vary by market) not included/Surcharges are not taxes or government-required charges.
Nationwide network reachesover 240 million people.Offers subject to change. Coverage not availableeverywhere. Offers may not beavailable everywhere.Subject tocredit Terms andconditions apply.See storefor details.Two-year Sprint PCSAdvantage Agreement Required. Phones subject
o availability. Plan/Phone(s): Offerends 9/20/05. See store for details.Restrictions Apply. Offer not available with Sprint Add-a-phone or shared minutes plans.A non-refundable $36 phone activationfee and $150 Early Termination Feeapply to each line. A deposit may be required. Restrictions
apply. Instant savings requires in store purchase and activation of a new line of sendee on a Sprint service plan of $35 or higher. Savings cannot exceed the price of phone(s). Restrictions apply. See store for details. Offers subject to credit approval. ©2005 Sprint Nextel. SPRINT the "going
forward logo, the NEXTELname and logo andother trademarks are trademarksof Sprint Nextel. All rights reserved.

